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1 INTRODUCTION   

The roots of the African human rights 

system lie in the African Charter on 

(ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ɉ#ÈÁÒÔÅÒɊȢ1 

Adopted in 1981, the Charter entered 

into force in 1986. Its treaty monitoring 

body, the African Commission on 

                                                 
1 Organisation of African Unity, African Charter 
ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȟ ÁÄÏÐÔÅÄ ÏÎ ςχ 
June 1981, entered into force on 21 October 
1986; AU Doc CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev 5. For 
these and other OAU/AU human rights 
instruments, see Heyns C & Killander M (eds) 
Compendium of key human rights documents 
of the African Union (2010); and also the 
ÏÆÆÉÃÉÁÌ ÒÅÐÏÓÉÔÏÒÙ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ !5ȭÓ ×ÅÂÓÉÔÅ 
www .au.int.  
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(ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈts (Commission), was set up in 1987. In 2012, the Commission 

celebrated 25 years of existence.  It initially functioned under the political auspices of 

ÔÈÅ /ÒÇÁÎÉÓÁÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ 5ÎÉÔÙ ɉ/!5Ɋȟ ÂÕÔ ÓÉÎÃÅ ςππςȟ ×ÉÔÈÉÎ ÔÈÅ ÁÍÂÉÔ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ /!5ȭÓ 

successor, the African Union (AU). This overview focuses on the African Charter and the 

#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȟ ÁÎÄ ÃÏÖÅÒÓ ÁÓÐÅÃÔÓ ÏÆ ςυ ÙÅÁÒÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÅÖÏÌÕÔÉÏÎȢ  

Compared to the other two established regional human rights systems, in Europe 

and the Americas,2 the African system is the most recent.3 In fact, what is quite 

surprising is that the Charter was adopted at a time when most African states were still 

very rigid and guarded about possible dilution of state sovereignty, and quite a number 

were repressive regimes. In many respects, the Charter came about as a compromise 

between a genuine attempt to curtail state sovereignty in order to enhance rights 

protection, on the one hand, and efforts to construct a human rights friendly façade to 

deflect criticism, strengthen international legitimacy and facilitate donor funding, on the 

other.  

4ÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ ÐÁÓÔ ÈÁÓ ÂÅÅÎ ÌÁÂÅÌÌÅÄ Á ȰÔÏÏÔÈÌÅÓÓ ÂÕÌÌÄÏÇȱȢ4 However, 

ÔÈÅ ȰÂÕÌÌÄÏÇȱ-metaphor may well be misplaced. The Commission was not designed to fit 

the image of a powerful and awe-inspiring sentinel. Especially its ambiguous protective 

mandate, weakened by the recommendatory status of its findings, the requirement of 

Á×ÁÉÔÉÎÇ ÁÎ !ÓÓÅÍÂÌÙ ȰÒÅÑÕÅÓÔȱ ÂÅÆÏÒÅ ÉÎÖÅÓÔÉÇÁÔÉÎÇ ÁÎÙ ȰÓÅÒÉÅÓ ÏÆ ÍÁÓÓÉÖÅ ÏÒ ÓÅÒÉÏÕÓ 

ÖÉÏÌÁÔÉÏÎÓȱȟ5 and the lack of any explicit competence to recommend precautionary or 

remedial measures, belie this image. If recourse is to be had to a metaphor related to 

domesticated animals, perhaps the Commission more closely fits the image of the cat. 

While it may, at first glance, be unassuming as potential guardian, one would 

ÕÎÄÅÒÅÓÔÉÍÁÔÅ ÔÈÅ ÆÉÅÒÃÅÎÅÓÓ ÏÆ ÉÔÓ ÄÅÆÅÎÃÅ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ ÐÏÔÅÎÃÙ ÏÆ ÉÔÓ ÓÃÒÁÔÃÈ ÁÔ ÏÎÅȭÓ ÐÅÒÉÌȟ 

×ÉÔÈÏÕÔ ÈÏ×ÅÖÅÒ ÈÁÖÉÎÇ ÏÎÅȭÓ ÌÉÆÅ ÔÈÒÅÁÔÅÎÅÄȢ 3ÔÁÒÔÉÎÇ ÏÆÆ ×ÉÔÈ ÃÁÔ-like caution and 

despite being part of a system largely designed for failure,6 the Commission, often quite 

ÃÕÎÎÉÎÇÌÙȟ ÆÏÕÎÄ ×ÁÙÓ ÏÆ ÁÍÅÌÉÏÒÁÔÉÎÇ ÔÈÅ ÓÙÓÔÅÍȭÓ ÆÁÉÌÉÎÇÓȟ ÁÎÄ ÔÏ ÓÔÒÅÎÇÔÈÅÎ ÉÔÓ 

mandate.  

                                                 
2 These two systems are the European and Inter-American, respectively established under the Council of 

Europe and the Organisation of American States (OAS). The Council of Europe was founded in 1949, 
and its main human rights treaty, the European Convention on Human Rights, was adopted in 1950, 
and entered into force in 1953. The OAS traces its existence to the Pan-American Union, founded in 
1910; and its rights-based system is based on the OAS Charter and the American Declaration of the 
Rights and Duties of Man, both of 1948, thus antedating the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as 
well as the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights.   

3 )Ô ÓÈÏÕÌÄ ÂÅ ÐÏÉÎÔÅÄ ÏÕÔ ÔÈÁÔ ÔÈÅ ÔÅÒÍ ȰÓÙÓÔÅÍȱ ÉÓ ÕÓÅÄȟ ÉÎ ÌÉÎÅ ×ÉÔÈ ÔÈÅ ÐÒÅÄÏÍÉÎÁÔÉÎÇ ÌÉÔÅÒÁÔÕÒÅȟ ÂÕÔ 
one should remain mindful of the fact that the coherence and coordination implied by this term may be 
absent from the African human rights system.  

4 See eg 5ÄÏÍÂÁÎÁ .* Ȱ4Ï×ÁÒÄÓ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÕÒÔ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȡ "ÅÔÔÅÒ ÌÁÔÅ ÔÈÁÎ ÎÅÖÅÒȱ 
(2000) 3 Yale Human Rights and Development Law Journal 45 at 64 ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ Ï×Î Report 
on Communications, presented at its 53rd ordinary session, Banjul, The Gambia, April 2013, referring to 
ÔÈÅ ÌÁÃË ÏÆ ÓÔÁÔÅ ÉÍÐÌÅÍÅÎÔÁÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÆÉÎÄÉÎÇÓ Ás exacerbating the impression that the 
#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÉÓ Á ȰÔÏÏÔÈÌÅÓÓ ÂÕÌÌÄÏÇȱ ɉÐÁÒÁ ςυ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ Report). 

5 Art 58 of the African Charter.   
6 3ÅÅ 6ÉÌÊÏÅÎ & Ȱ(ÕÍÁÎ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÉÎ !ÆÒÉÃÁȡ ÎÏÒÍÁÔÉÖÅȟ ÉÎÓÔÉÔÕÔÉÏÎÁÌ ÁÎÄ ÆÕÎÃÔÉÏÎÁÌ ÃÏÍÐÌÅÍÅÎÔÁÒÉÔÉÅÓ ÁÎÄ 
ÄÉÓÔÉÎÃÔÉÖÅÎÅÓÓȱ ɉ2011) 18 South African Journal of International Affairs 191 at 199-200. 
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Some significant developments have taken place over the past 25 years, resulting 

in an expansion of the norms and institutions making up the African regional system of 

human rights promotion and protection. At the same time, the African system has been 

facing and still faces a number of challenges. This article aims to provide a brief 

overview of some of the most salient advances, over a quarter of a decade, in particular 

as they relate to individual communications dealt with by the Commission. Even if the 

!ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÕÒÔ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ɉÔÈÅ #ÏÕÒÔɊ ÈÁÓ ÂÅÅÎ ÅÓÔÁÂÌÉÓÈÅÄ ÔÏ 

complement the CommiÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÐÒÏÔÅÃÔÉÖÅ ÍÁÎÄÁÔÅȟ ÉÔ ÈÁÓ ÎÏÔ ÒÅÎÄÅÒÅÄ ÒÅÄÕÎÄÁÎÔ ÔÈÅ 

#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÃÏÍÐÌÁÉÎÔÓ ÍÁÎÄÁÔÅȢ &ÏÒ ÏÎÅȟ ÍÏÒÅ ÔÈÁÎ ÈÁÌÆ ÔÈÅ !5 ÍÅÍÂÅÒ ÓÔÁÔÅÓ ɀ 

among them some of the most likely respondents before either the Commission or the 

Court -- have not yet accepted ÔÈÅ #ÏÕÒÔȭÓ ÊÕÒÉÓÄÉÃÔÉÏÎȟ7 and even for those that have 

ÒÁÔÉÆÉÅÄ ÔÈÅ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ 

%ÓÔÁÂÌÉÓÈÍÅÎÔ ÏÆ ÁÎ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÕÒÔ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ɉ0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌɊ ÌÉÍÉÔÓ ÔÈÅ 

ability of citizens and NGOs to access the Court directly unless a Member State permits 

such access.8 )Î ÓÏ ÆÁÒ ÁÓ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÐÒÏÍÏÔÉÏÎÁÌ ÍÁÎÄÁÔÅ ÃÏÍÅÓ ÉÎÔÏ ÐÌÁÙȟ ÉÔ ÉÓ 

also included in the discussion.9  

2 PROGRESS 

One of the major advances in the African human rights system is the universal regional 

acceptance of the Charter as a common regional framework.10 This milestone was 

reached in 1999, just before the OAU transformed itself into the AU, when the last 

remaining OAU non-state party, Ethiopia, ratified the Charter. Soon after joining the 

OAU after years of splendid isolation from common continental fora, South Africa 

acceded to the Charter in 1996.  

Normatively, the provisions of the Charter have been expanded in two main 

subsequent treaties: the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (African 

#ÈÉÌÄÒÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒɊȟ ÁÄÏÐÔÅÄ ÉÎ ρωωπ ÁÎÄ ÉÎ ÆÏÒÃÅ ÓÉÎÃÅ ρωωωȠ11 and the Protocol 

ÔÏ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÏÆ 7ÏÍÅÎ ÉÎ !ÆÒÉÃÁ ɉ7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌɊȟ 

adopted in 2003 and in force since 2005.12 

                                                 
7 By 31 March 2013, 26 states (out of 54 AU members) had become party to the Protocol.  
8 Protocol Arts 5(3) and 34(6). 
9 4ÈÅ ÁÒÇÕÍÅÎÔ ÉÓ ÎÏÔ ÔÈÁÔ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÐÒÏÍÏÔÉÏÎÁÌ ÍÁÎÄÁÔÅ is in any way irrelevant. Its 

promotional mandate remains of great relevance in a continent where human rights and the African 
regional system specifically are not very well-known and understood.  

10 After South Sudan joined the AU in 2011, the membership of the AU increased to 54. South Sudan is the 
only party that was, at the end of 2012, yet to ratify the African Charter.  

11 Organisation of African Unity, African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, adopted on 11 
July 1990, entered into force on 29 November 1999; AU Doc CAB/LEG/24.9/49. 

12 !5ȟ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÏÆ 7ÏÍÅÎ ÉÎ !ÆÒÉÃÁȟ 
ÁÄÏÐÔÅÄ ÏÎ ρρ *ÕÌÙ ςππσȟ ÅÎÔÅÒÅÄ ÉÎÔÏ ÆÏÒÃÅ ÏÎ ςυ .ÏÖÅÍÂÅÒ ςππυȢ 3ÅÅ "ÁÎÄÁ & Ȱ"ÌÁÚÉÎÇ Á ÔÒÁÉÌȡ 4ÈÅ 
African ProtÏÃÏÌ ÏÎ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÃÏÍÅÓ ÉÎÔÏ ÆÏÒÃÅȱ ɉςππφɊ υπ Journal of African Law 72-74, for an 
ÅØÔÒÅÍÅÌÙ ÔÈÏÒÏÕÇÈ ÅØÐÌÁÎÁÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ ÈÉÓÔÏÒÙ ÂÅÈÉÎÄ ÔÈÅ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌȠ ÁÎÄ 6ÉÌÊÏÅÎ & Ȱ!Î 
introduction to the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and PeoÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÏÆ 
7ÏÍÅÎ ÉÎ !ÆÒÉÃÁȱ ɉςππωɊ ρφ Washington and Lee J of Civil Rights and Social Justice 11, for a comparison 
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A number of other treaties adopted by the OAU and the AU also have relevance 

to human rights. These include treaties dealing with refugees (the OAU Convention on 

the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, dating back to 1969) and with the 

rights of internally displaced persons (the AU Convention on the Protection and 

!ÓÓÉÓÔÁÎÃÅ ÏÆ )ÎÔÅÒÎÁÌÌÙ $ÉÓÐÌÁÃÅÄ 0ÅÒÓÏÎÓȟ ÏÒ Ȱ+ÁÍÐÁÌÁ #ÏÎÖÅÎÔÉÏÎȱɊȢ 4ÈÅ +ÁÍÐÁÌÁ 

Convention is one of the most recent normative additions and entered into force in late 

2012, after being adopted in 2009.13 It is the first international treaty to deal specifically 

with the rights of internally displaced persons (IDPs). Even if these treaties explicitly 

provide for rights holders and duty bearers, other AU treaties also contribute to foster 

an inclusive, open democratic political landscape in which human rights may prosper, 

even if they do not use the language of rights entitlement.  Such treaties include the 

2007 African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance, which also entered into 

force in 2012;14 and the 2011 African Charter on Values and Principles of Public Service 

and Administration, which is yet to enter into force.15  

Advances to expand the protective ambit of the umbrella of rights would have 

been mere rhetoric if not accompanied by some institutional strengthening. The 

Commission has been notoriously under-resourced and was all but invisible for a 

decade or so after its establishment. Over time, however, its budget has increased,16 and 

it established itself as a credible if largely ineffectual monitoring body. To its credit, the 

Commission allowed itself to be supported by, and often acted upon the instigation of, 

an increasingly vibrant civil society. Two human rights institutions have been added to 

further support a tangible regional impetus for human rights on the continent: The first 

is the African Committee of Experts on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (African 

#ÈÉÌÄÒÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ #ÏÍÍÉÔÔÅÅɊȟ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ ÓÅÃÏÎÄ ÉÓ ÔÈÅ #ÏÕÒÔȢ 7ÈÉÌÅ ÍÉÓÇÉÖÉÎÇÓ ×ÅÒÅ 

initially expressed about the creation of a separate, new monitoring body responsible 

ÆÏÒ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÉÌÄÒÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȟ17 the Committee has in the recent past 

established itself as an important African human rights forum. The Court has been set 

ÕÐ ÔÏ ÃÏÍÐÌÅÍÅÎÔ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÐÒÏÔÅÃÔÉÖÅ mandate. Complementarity lies mainly 

ÉÎ ÔÈÅ ÌÅÇÁÌ ÆÏÒÃÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÏÕÒÔȭÓ ÄÅÃÉÓÉÏÎÓȟ ×ÈÉÃÈ ÁÒÅ ÂÉÎÄÉÎÇȟ ÔÈÕÓ ÐÒÅÓÅÎÔÉÎÇ ÇÒÅÁÔÅÒ 

prospects of compliance with findings of the Commission, which are generally regarded 

as recommendatory.18  !ÌÓÏȟ ÔÈÅ #ÏÕÒÔȭÓ ÈÅÁÒÉngs are held in public, and not behind 

closed doors, unlike those of the Commission, thus allowing for more visibility of and 

media interest in these proceedings.  

                                                                                                                                                        
ÂÅÔ×ÅÅÎ ÔÈÅ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ 3ÏÕÔÈÅÒÎ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ $ÅÖÅÌÏÐÍÅÎÔ #ÏÍÍÕÎÉÔÙ ɉ3!$#Ɋ 
Gender Protocol. 

13 Adopted 23 October 2009; entered into force 6 December 2012.  
14 Adopted on 30 January 2007; entered into force 15 February 2012.  
15 Adopted 31 January 2011; by the end of 2012, only three state had become parties to it.  
16 See Combined 32nd and 33rd Activity Report of ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȟ 

EX.CL/782(XXII) Rev.2, Table 1, showing the lowest level of support in 1993/94, with around USD 
430 000 (or 1.54% of the total AU budget) being allocated to the Commission, increasing to just over 
USD 6 million in 2008 (4.28% of the total AU budget).  

17 3ÅÅ ÅÇ ,ÌÏÙÄ ! Ȱ)ÎÓÔÉÔÕÔÉÏÎÓ ×ÉÔÈ ÒÅÓÐÏÎÓÉÂÉÌÉÔÙ ÆÏÒ ÈÕÍÁÎ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÐÒÏÔÅÃÔÉÏÎ ÕÎÄÅÒ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ 5ÎÉÏÎȱ 
(2004) 48 Journal of African Law 165 at 175. 

18 3ÅÅȟ ÈÏ×ÅÖÅÒȟ 6ÉÌÊÏÅÎ & Ǫ ,ÏÕ× , ȰStatus of the findings of the African Commission: From moral 
ÐÅÒÓÕÁÓÉÏÎ ÔÏ ÌÅÇÁÌ ÏÂÌÉÇÁÔÉÏÎȱ ɉςππτɊ τψ Journal of African Law 1.  
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Different to United Nations human rights treaties, State parties to the Charter 

automatically, as a consequence of their treaty adherence, accept the right of individual 

complaint.19 Focusing on the Commission, the body thus far mainly responsible for 

finalising cases in the African regional human rights system, the conclusion is 

inescapable that significant jurisprudential advances have taken place as the 

#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÅÓÔÁÂÌÉÓÈÅÄ ÉÔÓÅÌÆ ÁÎÄ ÇÁÉÎÅÄ ÉÎ ÃÏÎÆÉÄÅÎÃÅȢ )ÎÉÔÉÁÌÌÙȟ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ 

findings in individual communications were very brief, lacked substantive reasons and 

were silent about remedial steps required by states.20 Over time, however, the 

#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÒÅÁÓÏÎÉÎÇ ÂÅÃÁÍÅ ÍÕÃÈ ÍÏÒÅ ÅÌÁÂÏÒÁÔÅȟ ×ÉÔÈ ÄÅÔÁÉÌÅÄ ÁÎÄ ×ÅÌÌ 

substantiated reasons and analyses, and extensive and often relatively intrusive 

recommendations as to remedial measures.21 A number of factors may have informed 

ÔÈÅÓÅ ÃÈÁÎÇÅÓ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÁÐÐÒÏÁÃÈ ÔÏ ÉÔÓ ÐÒÏÔÅÃÔÉÖÅ ÍÁÎÄÁÔÅȢ /Æ ÏÖÅÒÒÉÄÉÎÇ 

importance are the post-1990 changes in the political climate at the domestic level in 

most African states. The effect of the increased number of multiparty electoral 

democracies in states previously under dictatorship or under one-ÐÁÒÔÙ ɉÏÒ ȰÎÏ-ÐÁÒÔÙȱɊ 

ÒÕÌÅ ÆÉÌÔÅÒÅÄ ȬÕÐȭ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ ÒÅÇÉÏÎÁÌ ÌÅÖÅÌȟ ÁÆÆÅÃÔÉÎÇ ÔÈÅ ÎÁÔÕÒÅ ÏÆ ÁÎÄ ÐÏÓÓÉÂÉÌÉÔÉÅÓ ×ÉÔÈÉÎ ÔÈÅ 

OAU/AU itself, and in regional bodies, such as the Commission. Some states nominated 

and the OAU/AU elected more independent minded and assertive individuals as 

Commissioners. The Commission gradually became better resourced, providing it with 

stronger secretarial support. Apart from these more general factors, the specific 

situation of the Abacha dictatorship in Nigeria presented a pivot to ease in this 

evolution. In the mid- to late 1990s, the Commission was called upon to decide 

numerous cases arising from this context.22 Not only did the allegations relate to very 

brutal and blatant governmental action, they also represented an aberration from the 

new evolving African democratic hegemony. Against this background, the Commission 

gained the confidence to take its first firm steps towards a new-found jurisprudential 

adolescence.   

As far as the substance of its decisions is concerned, the Commission in the main 

adopted a purposive, progressive and generous approach to the Charter. Crucially, the 

Commission proved wrong the view of initial commentators thaÔ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȭÓ ȰÃÌÁ×-

ÂÁÃË ÃÌÁÕÓÅÓȱ ×ÏÕÌÄ ÃÁÕÓÅ Á ÓÅÖÅÒÅ ÅÒÏÓÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÒÉÇÈÔÓȟ23 when it interpreted Article 27(2) 

of the Charter as imposing a general limitation clause, to be applied as part of a 

proportionality test in respect of all rights.24 In its first j udgment on the merits, the 

Court ɀ ÄÒÁ×ÉÎÇ ÓÔÒÏÎÇÌÙ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÊÕÒÉÓÐÒÕÄÅÎÃÅ ɀ followed a similar 
                                                 
19 African Charter, Arts 55 and 56.  
20 See eg +ÁÔÁÎÇÅÓÅ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ #ÏÎÇÒÅÓÓ Ö :ÁÉÒÅ (2000) AHRLR 72 (ACHPR 1995).  
21 See eg Centre for Minority Rights Development (Kenya) and Minority Rights Group (on behalf of Endorois 

Welfare Council) v Kenya No. 276/03 (ACHPR 2009) (27th Activity Report) (Endorois case) 
22 On Nigeria and the African Commission, see eg Okafor OC, The African human rights system: Activists 

forces and international institutions (2007).  
23 3ÅÅ ÅÇ 'ÉÔÔÌÅÍÁÎ 2 Ȱ4ÈÅ "ÁÎÊÕÌ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ȡ ! ÌÅÇÁÌ ÁÎÁÌÙÓÉÓȱ ÉÎ 7ÅÌÃÈ # Ǫ 

Meltzer RI (eds) Human rights and development in Africa ɉρωψτɊ ÁÔ ρυωȠ ÁÎÄ 4ÁËÉÒÁÍÂÕÄÄÅ 0 Ȱ3ÉØ ÙÅÁÒÓ 
of ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȡ !Î ÁÓÓÅÓÓÍÅÎÔȭ ɉρωωρɊ χ Lesotho Law Journal 35 
at 50-52.  

24  See eg Media Rights Agenda v Nigeria (2000) AHRLR 200 (ACHPR 1998) (12th Activity Report) paras 
64 ɀ 70.   
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approach to the limitation of rights under the Charter.25 Another pertinent example is 

the reading-in of certain socio-economic rights that were not explicitly guaranteed in 

the Charter. In the Ogoniland case,26 dealing with the responsibility of the Nigerian 

government for oil pollution by the Nigerian National Petroleum Company, a 

government controlled consortium with Shell, the Commission categorically accepted 

the justiciable nature of the socio-economic rights guaranteed in the Charter.27 The case 

also saw the Commission extending the limited scope of the explicitly guaranteed socio-

economic rights to the right to housing and food, on the basis of the implied rights 

theory. When the AU, after sustained activism over a long period of time, in 2003 

ÁÄÏÐÔÅÄ ÔÈÅ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌȟ28 the extended scope of socio-economic rights, as 

elaborated by the Commission in the Ogoniland case, was formalised as part of the 

standards of the African regional human rights system.29 

!ÌÔÈÏÕÇÈ ÔÈÅ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÈÏÌÄÅÒÓ ÕÎÄÅÒ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÉÎÃÌÕÄÅ Ȱ×ÏÍÅÎȱȟ30 ÁÎÄ ȰÓÅØȱ ÉÓ 

included as a ground for non-discrimination in the Charter,31 the first case explicitly 

ȰÇÅÎÄÅÒÅÄȱ ÃÏÍÍÕÎÉÃÁÔÉÏÎ Ïnly reached the Commission in 2006, and was decided by it 

in 2011.32 However, this finding demonstrates that the Charter provides a very 

meaningful protective shield to women in states (such as Egypt) that have not become 

ÐÁÒÔÙ ÔÏ ÔÈÅ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏl.  In this matter, the Commission found that the 

ÐÈÙÓÉÃÁÌ ÁÓÓÁÕÌÔ ɉÆÏÒ ÅØÁÍÐÌÅȟ ÔÈÒÏÕÇÈ ËÉÃËÉÎÇ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ ȰÐÕÂÉÃ ÁÒÅÁȱȟ ÁÎÄ ÔÅÁÒÉÎÇ ÏÆÆ ÏÆ 

ÃÌÏÔÈÅÓɊ ÁÎÄ ÁÂÕÓÉÖÅ ÌÁÎÇÕÁÇÅ ɉÓÕÃÈ ÁÓ Ȱ×ÈÏÒÅȱ ÁÎÄ ȰÓÌÕÔȱɊ ÂÙ ÒÉÏÔ ÐÏÌÉÃÅ ÔÏ×ÁÒÄÓ 

female protesters and journalists constitute gender-based violence and inhuman 

treatment.33 4ÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÆÕÒÔÈÅÒ ÃÈÁÒÁÃÔÅÒÉÓÅÄ ÔÈÅ ÓÔÁÔÅȭÓ ÆÁÉÌÕÒÅ ÔÏ ÅÆÆÅÃÔÉÖÅÌÙ 

investigate, prosecute and punish the perpetrators of these deeds as violations of the 

#ÈÁÒÔÅÒȟ ÉÎ ÐÁÒÔÉÃÕÌÁÒ ÔÈÅ ÓÔÁÔÅȭÓ ÏÂÌÉÇÁÔÉon derived from Article 1 of the Charter to take 

positive measures to protect its population during protest and to fight impunity if 

transgressions occur.  

Not only women, but other population groups requiring specific protection have 

also benefited from tÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÉÎÔÅÒÐÒÅÔÁÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȢ /ÎÅ ÓÕÃÈ ÇÒÏÕÐ ÉÓ 

ÉÎÄÉÇÅÎÏÕÓ ÐÅÏÐÌÅÓȢ !ÌÔÈÏÕÇÈ ÔÈÅ ÔÅÒÍ ȰÉÎÄÉÇÅÎÏÕÓȱ ÉÓ ÎÏÔ ÍÅÎÔÉÏÎÅÄ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȟ ÔÈÅ 

#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÆÏÕÎÄ ÔÈÁÔ ÍÅÍÂÅÒÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅÓÅ ÇÒÏÕÐÓ ÂÅÎÅÆÉÔ ÆÒÏÍ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȭÓ ÆÕÌÌ 

                                                 
25 Tanganyika Law Society and Another; Mtikila v Tanzania, Applications 9/2011, 11/2011 (joined), 14 

June 2013, at paras 106.1 and 107.2.  
26 Social and Economic Rights Action Centre (SERAC) and Another v Nigeria (2001) AHRLR 60 (ACHPR 

2001) (12th Activity Report) (Ogoniland case). 
27 Ogoniland case (above) para 52. 
28 Adopted 11 July 2003. 
29 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌȟ !ÒÔ ρςȡ ÔÈÅ ÒÉÇÈÔ ÔÏ ÅÄÕÃÁÔÉÏÎȠ !ÒÔ ρσȡ ÔÈÅ ÒÉÇÈÔ ÔÏ ÅÃÏÎÏÍÉÃ ÁÎÄ ÓÏÃÉÁÌ 

welfare rights; Art 14: the right to health and reproductive rights; Art 15: the right to food security; and 
Art 16: the right to adequate housing. Further, Art 18: the right to a healthy and sustainable 
ÅÎÖÉÒÏÎÍÅÎÔȠ ÁÎÄ !ÒÔ ρωȡ ÔÈÅ ÒÉÇÈÔ ÔÏ ÓÕÓÔÁÉÎÁÂÌÅ ÄÅÖÅÌÏÐÍÅÎÔȢ &ÕÒÔÈÅÒÍÏÒÅȟ ÔÈÅ ÅÎÔÉÒÅ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 
Rights Protocol is couched in language that protects the socio-economic interests of women. 

30 -ÏÓÔ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÐÒÏÖÉÓÉÏÎÓ ÄÅÓÉÇÎÁÔÅ ȰÅÖÅÒÙ ÉÎÄÉÖÉÄÕÁÌȱ ÁÓ Á ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÈÏÌÄÅÒȢ  
31 Under art 2 of the Charter.  
32 Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights and Interights v Egypt Communication 323/2006, (adopted at 
ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ 10th extraordinary session, 12-16 December 2011).  

33 This factual finding reflected violations of Arts 2, 3, 5 and 18(3) of the Charter.  
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protection.34 $ÅÓÐÉÔÅ ȰÄÉÓÁÂÉÌÉÔÙȱ ÎÏÔ ÂÅÉÎÇ ÍÅÎÔÉÏÎÅÄ ÁÓ Á ÇÒÏÕÎÄ ÆÏÒ ÎÏÎ-

discrimination, the Commission extended the open-ended non-discrimination clause to 

cover the rights of persons with disabilities.35   

The Charter is also the first international instrument to guarantee the right to 

development as a justiciable right.36 In some sense, the right to development represents 

ÔÈÅ ÁÃÃÕÍÕÌÁÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÁÌÌ ȰÓÏÃÉÏ-ÅÃÏÎÏÍÉÃȱ ÒÉÇÈÔÓȟ ÃÕÍÕÌÁÔÉÖÅÌÙ ÁÉÍÅÄ ÁÔ ÅÎÓÕÒÉÎÇȟ ÁÔ ÔÈÅ 

very least, access to basic social goods. In the Endorois case,37 the Commission found a 

violation of this right, highlighting the added benefit of the right to development in 

serving as a bridge between socio-ÅÃÏÎÏÍÉÃ ÁÎÄ ȰÃÉÖÉÌ ÁÎÄ ÐÏÌÉÔÉÃÁÌȱ ÒÉÇÈÔÓȢ )Î ÔÈÉÓ ÃÁÓÅȟ 

a violation of the right to development was found in relation to both the substantive 

outcome of a development project undertaken by the government of Kenya, and a 

procedural violation in respect of a lack of consultation with (or obtaining informed 

consent from) the affected community prior to the implementation of the development 

programme.38 

Also, as regards making remedial recommendations to states, the Commission 

overcame its initial cautionary approach, informed by the lack of any clear competence 

in this regard, by adopting much more detailed recommendations, even to the extent of 

opening itself up to the criticism of being overly prescriptive to domestic legislatures 

and executives about the required form of implementation of its decisions. It also 

included in its first (1988) Rules of Procedure the competence to request provisional 

measures from states,39 and requested such measures in a number of instances.40 In its 

2010 Rules of Procedure, the Commission established an elaborate internal system for 

the follow-up of its recommendations, and stipulates a period of six months after being 

notified of the decision within which violator-states have to report on measures taken 

to give effect to these decisions.41 In respect of provisional measures, the period is 

appropriately much shorter, namely, 15 days.42  

3 CHALLENGES 

Even if the Commission has to a great extent corrected the design failures of the Charter, 

a number of challenges remain in the way of the accomplishment of its protective 

mandate.  Some of them are discussed below.  

                                                 
34 See eg Endorois case. 
35 See Purohit v The Gambia (2003) AHRLR 96 (ACHPR 2003) at paras 57 ɀ 61.  
36 Charter, Art 22; 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌȟ !ÒÔ ρωȢ 
37 Endorois case. 
38 Endorois case at paras 277-278.  
39 This competence was re-ÓÔÁÔÅÄ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ρωωυ ÁÎÄ ςπρπ 2ÕÌÅÓȟ ÓÅÅ 2ÕÌÅ ωψ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ ÌÁÔÔÅÒȢ  
40 See eg International Pen and Others (on behalf of Saro-Wiwa) v Nigeria (2000) AHRLR 212 (ACHPR 

1998), and see Viljoen F, International human rights law in Africa at 306. 
41 Rule 112(2).  
42  Rule 98(4).  
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3.1 A lack of genuine movement from in ter -governmentalism to supra -

nationalism  

7ÈÅÎ ÔÈÅ /!5 ×ÁÓ ÅÓÔÁÂÌÉÓÈÅÄ ÉÎ ρωφσȟ ÔÈÅ ÏÐÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ Á Ȱ5ÎÉÔÅÄ 3ÔÁÔÅÓ ÏÆ !ÆÒÉÃÁȱ ×ÁÓ 

explicitly rejected. This rejection was predictable, given the recent emergence of 

independent nation states from periods of protracted liberation struggles. The 

centrality of the principles of sovereignty and non-interference in the domestic affairs of 

ÓÔÁÔÅÓ ÐÒÅÄÉÓÐÏÓÅÄ ÔÈÅ /!5 ÔÏ ÂÅ ÁÎ ȰÉÎÔÅÒ-ÇÏÖÅÒÎÍÅÎÔÁÌȱ ÒÁÔÈÅÒ ÔÈÁÎ Á ȰÓÕÐÒÁ-

ÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌȱ ÉÎÔÅÒÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌ ÏÒÇÁÎÉÓÁÔÉÏÎ ɉ)/ɊȢ 4ÈÅ ÍÁÉÎ ÄÉÆference between these two types 

of IO is that a more supra-national IO has significant centralised competences and 

authority, and is able to take decisions that bind its members, while a more inter-

governmental organisation would see its members jealously guarding sovereignty and 

countering the influence of continental institutions by retaining as much authority and 

decision making competence as possible at the national level.43 It also seems logical that 

a lack of continent wide consensus (for example, on the nature and value of democracy, 

and the scope and practice of human rights protection) would hamper any meaningful 

evolution towards supra-nationality. 

7ÈÉÌÅ ÔÈÅ /!5 ×ÁÓ ÕÎÍÉÓÔÁËÁÂÌÙ ȰÉÎÔÅÒ-ÇÏÖÅÒÎÍÅÎÔÁÌȱ ÉÎ ÎÁÔÕÒÅȟ ÔÈÅ !5 ÈÁÓ ÓÅÔ 

itself up as a departure ÔÈÅÒÅÆÒÏÍ ÁÎÄ ÁÓ Á ÂÏÌÄ ÓÔÅÐ ÔÏ×ÁÒÄÓ ȰÓÕÐÒÁ-ÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌÉÔÙȱȢ 3ÔÁÒË 

examples are the introduction of a Court of Justice (in the AU Constitutive Act),44 and 

the actual establishment of the Court, with the competence to take binding decisions, 

which states underÔÁËÅ ȬÔÏ ÃÏÍÐÌÙ ×ÉÔÈȭ ÁÎÄ ÔÏ ÅØÅÃÕÔÅ ÄÏÍÅÓÔÉÃÁÌÌÙȢ45 The AU also has 

the clear competence to impose sanctions on states that do not comply with its policies 

and decisions;46 and to suspend members from the Organisation.47 The inclusion of 

Article 4(h) in the AU Constitutive Act, allowing the AU to use force to intervene in 

member states where serious human rights violations have deteriorated into situations 

of genocide, crimes against humanity or war crimes, allows for a dramatic departure 

from the rigid rule of non-interference in the internal affairs of member states.  

There are, however, also countervailing forces within the AU, and sobering 

practice. The Court gave its first judgment on the merits only in June 2013, some seven 

years after its establishment.48 Although the Court has issued three orders for 

provisional measures,49 there is no indication that the targeted states abided by the 

                                                 
43 Fagbayibo " Ȱ! ÓÕÐÒÁÎÁÔÉÏÎÁÌ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ 5ÎÉÏÎȡ 'ÁÚÉÎÇ ÉÎÔÏ ÔÈÅ ÃÒÙÓÔÁÌ ÂÁÌÌȱ ɉςππψɊ σ De Jure 493. 
44 AU Constitutive Act, Art 5(1)(d).  
45 Protocol, Art 30.  
46 AU Constitutive Act, Art 23(1).  
47 AU Constitutive Act, Art 30.  
48 Tanganyika Law Society and Another; Mtikila v Tanzania, Applications 9/2011, 11/2011 (joined), 14 

June 2013.  
49  !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ Ö 4ÈÅ 'ÒÅÁÔ 3ÏÃÉÁÌÉÓÔ ,ÉÂÙÁÎ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ !ÒÁÂ *ÁÍÁÈÉÒÙÁȟ 

Order for Provisional Measures, Application 4/2011, 25 March 2011.  Available at http://www.african -
court.org/en/images/ documents/Court/Cases/Orders/ORDER_._APPLICATION_NO._004.2011.pdf.  
(accessed 29 May 2012);  - African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights v Kenya, Order of 
Provisional Measures,  Application No 006/2012. Available at http://www.african-
court.org/en/i mages/documents/Orders-Files/ORDER. 
__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf. Last accessed 6 August 2013); African 

../../AppData/Downloads/%20-%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Kenya,%20Order%20of%20Provisional%20Measures,%20%20Application%20No%20006/2012.%20Available%20at%20http:/www.african-court.org/en/images/documents/Orders-Files/ORDER.%20__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf.%20Last%20accessed%206%20August%202013);%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Libya
../../AppData/Downloads/%20-%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Kenya,%20Order%20of%20Provisional%20Measures,%20%20Application%20No%20006/2012.%20Available%20at%20http:/www.african-court.org/en/images/documents/Orders-Files/ORDER.%20__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf.%20Last%20accessed%206%20August%202013);%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Libya
../../AppData/Downloads/%20-%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Kenya,%20Order%20of%20Provisional%20Measures,%20%20Application%20No%20006/2012.%20Available%20at%20http:/www.african-court.org/en/images/documents/Orders-Files/ORDER.%20__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf.%20Last%20accessed%206%20August%202013);%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Libya
../../AppData/Downloads/%20-%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Kenya,%20Order%20of%20Provisional%20Measures,%20%20Application%20No%20006/2012.%20Available%20at%20http:/www.african-court.org/en/images/documents/Orders-Files/ORDER.%20__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf.%20Last%20accessed%206%20August%202013);%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Libya
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ÏÒÄÅÒÓȢ 4ÈÅ #ÏÕÒÔȭÓ ÏÒÄÅÒ ÆÏÒ ÐÒÏÖÉÓÉÏÎÁÌ ÍÅÁÓÕÒÅÓ ÉÓÓÕÅÄ ÉÎ ςπρρ ÉÎ ÒÅÓÐÅÃÔ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ 

conflict in Libya, for example, cannot in any meaningful sense be said to have been 

complied with or executed, and played no role in the ensuing political and diplomatic 

deliberations.50 The case on the merits was subsequently struck off due to the failure of 

ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÔÏ ȰÐÕÒÓÕÅ ÔÈÅ ÁÐÐÌÉÃÁÔÉÏÎȱ ÂÙȟ ÆÏÒ ÅØÁÍÐÌÅȟ ÐÒÅÓÅÎÔÉÎÇ ÁÄÄÉÔÉÏÎÁÌ 

information, despite extended periods of extension.51  

The AU has been very reluctant to impose sanctions for non-compliance by 

member states, in the face of evidence of routine failure to respect or implement 

decisions and policies. Although a number of states have been suspended following 

unconstitutional changes of government,52 a cynical reading of the exercise of this 

competence would underscore the propensity of the Organisation to support incumbent 

leaders from being removed from power, even in the absence of any strong claim to 

democratic legitimacy on their own part, as they have come to power in 

unconstitutional ways themselves, and hardly failed in flawed subsequent elections to 

bolster their claims to democratic legitimacy.53 On closer inspection, even Article 4(h) 

ÃÁÓÔÓ ÄÏÕÂÔ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ×ÁÒÍÔÈ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ !5ȭÓ ÅÍÂÒÁÃÅ ÏÆ ÓÕÐÒÁ-nationality. The extent to 

×ÈÉÃÈ !ÒÔÉÃÌÅ τɉÈɊ ÅÍÂÏÄÉÅÓ ÔÈÅ ÐÒÉÎÃÉÐÌÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ ȰÒÅÓÐÏÎÓÉÂÉÌÉÔÙ ÔÏ ÐÒÏÔÅÃÔȱ ÓÈÏÕÌÄ ÂÅ 

questioned in the light ÏÆ ÔÈÅ ÐÒÏÖÉÓÉÏÎȭÓ ×ÏÒÄÉÎÇȡ 7ÈÅÎ Á ÍÅÍÂÅÒ ÓÔÁÔÅ ÉÓ ÕÎÁÂÌÅ ÏÒ 

unwilling to protect those in its territory, and the failure to protect leads to massive 

violations constituting genocide, crimes against humanity or war crimes, the AU has the 

ÄÉÓÃÒÅÔÉÏÎ ɉÔÈÅ ȰÒÉÇÈÔȱɊ ɀ and not the obligation or duty -- to intervene. In any event, the 

AU has so far shied away from explicitly relying on Article 4(h), despite the opportunity 

ɀ if not demand -- to do so in Darfur, or the Democratic Republic of Congo, for example. 

A similar discrepancy exists with respect to the Pan-African Parliament. Despite the 

ÐÒÏÍÉÓÅ ÔÈÁÔ ÉÔÓ ȰÕÌÔÉÍÁÔÅ ÁÉÍ ȣ ÓÈÁÌÌ ÂÅ ÔÏ ÅÖÏÌÖÅ ÉÎÔÏ ÁÎ ÉÎÓÔÉÔÕÔÉÏÎ ×ÉÔÈ ÆÕÌÌ ÌÅÇÉÓÌÁÔÉÖÅ 

                                                                                                                                                        
Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights v Libya - African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights v 
Kenya, Order of Provisional Measures,  Application No 006/2012. Available at http://www.african-
court.org/en/images/documents/Orders -Files/ORDER. 
__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf. Last accessed 6 August 2013); African 
Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights v Libya, Order of Provisional Measures,  Application No 
002/2013, 15 March 2013. Available at  http://www.african-court.org/en/images/documents/Orders -
Files/ORDER_Application_0022013_African_Commission_v_Libya.pdf. (accessed 6 August 2013). 

50 *ÕÍÁ $ Ȱ0ÒÏÖÉÓÉÏÎÁÌ ÍÅÁÓÕÒÅÓ ÕÎÄÅÒ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ ÈÕÍÁÎ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÓÙÓÔÅÍȡ 4ÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÕÒÔȭÓ ÏÒÄÅÒ 
ÁÇÁÉÎÓÔ ,ÉÂÙÁȱ ɉςπρςɊ σπ Wisconsin Journal of International Law 344 ɀ 373. 

51 !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ Ö 4ÈÅ 'ÒÅÁÔ 3ÏÃÉÁÌÉÓÔ ,ÉÂÙÁÎ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ !ÒÁÂ *ÁÍÁÈÉÒÙÁȟ 
Order, Application 4/2011, 15 March 2013 (available at   http://www.african -
court.org/en/images/documents /Press_Docs/DECISION_-_Application_004-
2011_African__Commission_v_Libya_Struck_outEngl.pdf.  (accessed 6 August 2013).  

52 As at August 2013, the suspended states were: Madagascar (after Rajoelina took power with military 
support in 2009); Guinea Bissau (following a military coup in 2012); the Central African Republic (after 
a military take-over in 2013); and Egypt (following the ouster of President Morsi by the Egyptian 
military in 2013).  

53 See, for example, the situation of Bozize, who took power unconstitutionally in 2003, leading to the 
suspension of the Central African Republic (CAR) from the OAU/AU (by a decision of the Central Organ 
of the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution) (see AU doc 
EX/CL/Dec.42(III), 8 July 2003, whÉÃÈ ÄÉÄ ÎÏÔ ÈÏ×ÅÖÅÒ ÌÅÁÄ ÔÏ ÁÎ !5 !ÓÓÅÍÂÌÙ ÄÅÃÉÓÉÏÎɊȠ ÔÈÅ #!2ȭÓ 
suspension was lifted in 2005, by the Peace and Security Council (PSC/PR/Comm(XXXIII)-(ii), 24 June 
2005). When Bozize was removed in 2013, again by unconstitutional means, the AU took a decision to 
suspend the CAR in 2013.   

../../AppData/Downloads/%20-%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Kenya,%20Order%20of%20Provisional%20Measures,%20%20Application%20No%20006/2012.%20Available%20at%20http:/www.african-court.org/en/images/documents/Orders-Files/ORDER.%20__of_Provisional_Measures_African_Union_v_Kenya.pdf.%20Last%20accessed%206%20August%202013);%20African%20Commission%20on%20Human%20and%20Peoples'%20Rights%20v%20Libya
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ÐÏ×ÅÒÓȟ ×ÈÏÓÅ ÍÅÍÂÅÒÓ ÁÒÅ ÅÌÅÃÔÅÄ ÂÙ ÕÎÉÖÅÒÓÁÌ ÁÄÕÌÔ ÓÕÆÆÒÁÇÅȱȟ54 it remains a 

ÃÏÎÓÕÌÔÁÔÉÖÅ ȬÔÁÌË-ÓÈÏÐȭ ɀ and a very ineffectual one, at that ɀ even after the process to 

review its initial limited competence.55  

It would be wrong to lose sight of the fact that the African regional human rights 

system is embedded in and a result of the political context within which it functions. 

More pertinently, one cannot expect the regional human rights system to be at radical 

variance with the values and principles of the international organisation under whose 

auspices it had been established. The disjuncture between the promise of a supra-

national organisation and the actual practice suggests that to a great extent the AU is in 

essence still an inter-governmental organisation, upon which supra-national features 

have been superimposed. Time will tell whether the hierarchy of norms within the AU 

will be shifted away from unquestioning adherence to sovereignty and non-interference 

to other core values in the AU Constitutive Act, such as, the respect for human rights, the 

rule of law, the sanctity of life, democratic principles, and constitutionalism. The 

ÍÅÍÂÅÒ ÓÔÁÔÅÓȭ ÒÅÌÕÃÔÁÎÃÅ ÔÏ ÁÃÃÅÐÔ ÉÎÒÏÁÄÓ ÉÎÔÏ ÔÈÅÉÒ ÓÏÖÅÒÅÉÇÎÔÙȟ ÓÏ ÁÓ ÔÏ ÂÒÉÎÇ ÉÎÔÏ 

being a veritable supra-national AU, necessarily translates into a similar wariness about 

the effect of the regional human rights system on their sovereignty. 

One of the greatest weaknesses of the African human rights system to date, the 

lack of meaningful implementation by states, and the failure of effective follow-up by 

regional institutions, has to be understood against this background.  The mere fact that 

the Court would issue binding judgments56 does not guarantee their effective execution. 

Execution depends on political will, which is likely to improve as states allow the AU to 

take on a more supra-national character.  

3.2 A small number of submitted cases  

Using any reasonable comparator, the African regional human rights system has only 

dealt with a handful of cases.  As the monitoring mechanism with the longest track 

record, the Commission provides the best evidence. In almost a quarter of a decade, the 

#ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÈÁÓ ÏÎÌÙ ȰÈÁÎÄÌÅÄȱ Á ÔÏÔÁÌ ÏÆ ττς ÃÏÍÍÕÎÉÃÁÔÉÏÎÓȟ ÏÆ ×ÈÉÃÈ σφρ ÈÁÄ ÂÅÅÎ 

ȰÆÉÎÁÌÉÓÅÄȱȢ57 This number is not only strikingly lower than the number of cases in the 

other regional systems, but also a drop in the ocean considering the pool of potential 

cases. It must be abundantly clear that 17 cases per year, in a vast continent comprising 

53 AU member states, is unacceptably low. 

                                                 
54 Protocol on the Pan-African Parliament, Art 2(3).  
55 The review is foreseen in the Protocol on the Pan-African Parliament, Art 25.  
56 Protocol, Arts 28(2) and 30.  
57 3ÅÅ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ Report on Communications (ACHPR/5σȾ/3Ⱦρςπτȟ ÐÒÅÓÅÎÔÅÄ ÁÔ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ 

53rd ordinary session, April 2013, Banjul, The Gambia; by the end of 2012, the reported situation was 
as follows: a total of 426 cases, of which only 210 had been completed (see Combined 32nd and 33rd 
Activity ReporÔ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȟ %8Ȣ#,Ⱦχψςɉ88))Ɋ 2ÅÖȢςȟ ÐÁÒÁ 
19).  
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4Ï ÔÈÉÓ ÄÉÓÍÁÌ ÓÔÁÔÅ ÏÆ ÁÆÆÁÉÒÓ ×Å ÓÈÏÕÌÄ ÁÄÄ ÔÈÁÔ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÉÌÄÒÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔs 

Committee, since its establishment in 2002, has only completed one case.58 The Court 

also has a modest record, with only one case decided on the merits and three 

provisional orders issued by mid-2013.59  

It would be wrong to place the blame for this dearth of cases only at the doors of 

the three regional institutions. Surely they should take part of the blame, in that they 

have not made themselves visible enough and, by causing delays in the few cases that 

had actually been submitted to them, they eroded public confidence and trust. However, 

at least one institution, the Court, has taken innovative steps to raise its profile by 

organising a number of sensitisation seminars. The Court also undertook sensitisation 

visits to states to raise awareness and, in particular, to increase the number of Article 

34(6) declarations.60 7ÈÉÌÅ ÎÏÔ ÏÆ ÉÔÓ Ï×Î ÍÁËÉÎÇȟ ÔÈÅ ÒÅÍÏÔÅÎÅÓÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ 

seat (in Banjul, the Gambia) no doubt contributed to forge an impression of this 

institution as inaccessible. The number of cases submitted to the Court is in no small 

measure due to the failure by some of the most prominent human rights violator-state 

to ratify the Protocol. If a state has not ratified the Protocol, the Commission may not 

refer cases against that states to the Court. A further constraint is the very small number 

of states that have accepted the competence of individuals to approach the Court 

directly.61  

!Ó ÆÁÒ ÁÓ ÔÈÅ ȰÓÕÐÐÌÙȱ ÓÉÄÅ ÉÓ ÃÏÎÃÅÒÎÅÄȟ ÔÈÅ ÑÕÅÓÔÉÏÎ ÍÕÓÔ ÂÅ ÐÏÓÅÄ ÁÓ ÔÏ ×ÈÙ ÓÏ 

few complaints have thus far been brought. One obvious reason is the requirement that 

domestic remedies first have to be exhausted. The cumbersome procedures, overly 

formalistic jurisprudential approach, dysfunctional court structures, and pervasive 

corruption may all be important factors that inhibit the use of domestic courts. 

Obviously these factors will vary from country to country. Many Africans would, in any 

ÅÖÅÎÔȟ ÎÏÔ ÐÅÒÃÅÉÖÅ ÔÈÅ ÔÒÉÁÌÓ ÁÎÄ ÔÒÉÂÕÌÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅÉÒ ÌÉÖÅÓ ÁÓ ÂÅÉÎÇ ȰÈÕÍÁÎ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ 

ÖÉÏÌÁÔÉÏÎÓȱȢ &ÁÃÅÄ ×ÉÔÈ ÏÖÅÒÐÏ×ÅÒÉÎÇ Ïdds, they are unlikely to contemplate going to 

ÔÈÅ ÆÕÒÔÈÅÒ ȰÔÒÏÕÂÌÅȱ ÏÆ ÐÕÔÔÉÎÇ ÔÏÇÅÔÈÅÒ ɉÃÏÎÔÁÃÔÉÎÇ ÁÎÄ ÈÉÒÉÎÇ Á ÌÁ×ÙÅÒȟ ÍÏÓÔ ÌÉËÅÌÙ ÁÔ 

ÇÒÅÁÔ ÃÏÓÔɊ Á ÌÅÇÁÌ ÃÈÁÌÌÅÎÇÅȢ )Æ ȰÐÏÔÅÎÔÉÁÌ ÌÉÔÉÇÁÎÔÓȱ ×ÏÕÌÄ ÍÁËÅ Á ÃÏÓÔ-benefit analysis, it 

would not be evident to most of them that the potential benefits of rights-based 

litigation are likely to outweigh the costs. The general illiteracy of many people, and, 

                                                 
58 Institute for Human Rights and Development in Africa and others (on behalf of Children of Nubian 

Descent in Kenya) v Kenya Communication 2/29. 
59

 In most of its other decisions, the Court finds that it lacks jurisdiction, mostly because the matter before it had 

been instituted incorrectly against states that have not made a declaration allowing for direct access to the Court 

under Art 34(6) of the Court Protocol, or because the matter was instituted against the AU. The Court has 

declared one matter inadmissible (Mkandawire v Malawi, Application  003/2011). Its other orders relate to 

extension of time, admission of amicus curiae and joinder of cases. All decisions available at 

http://www.african-court.org/en/index.php/judgments/other-decisions. (accessed 6 August 2013. 
60 Such visits have been undertaken to eg Gabon, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda (see 

2011 Report of the African Court ion Human and Peoplesȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȟ !5 $ÏÃ %8Ȣ#,Ⱦχρψɉ88ɊȠ available at 
http://www.african -
court.org/en/images/documents/Court/Activity%20Reports/AfCHPR%20Report%202011%20Englis
h.pdf. Last accessed 6 August 2013). 

61 By the mid-2013, only seven states had made the declaration under Art 34(6) of the Protocol: Burkina 
&ÁÓÏȟ 'ÈÁÎÁȟ -ÁÌÁ×Éȟ -ÁÌÉȟ 4ÁÎÚÁÎÉÁȟ 2×ÁÎÄÁ ÁÎÄ #ĖÔÅ Äȭ)ÖÏÉÒÅȢ  
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more specifically, a general lack of knowledge or awareness of even the existence of the 

African regional system, exacerbate any of the other factors. In a very real sense, one 

should not expect ordinary Africans to conceive of a problem in their life-worlds as a 

human rights issue, or to exhaust domestic remedies. The deep-seated problems with 

exhausting domestic ÒÅÍÅÄÉÅÓ ÍÁÙ ÈÁÖÅ ÉÎÆÏÒÍÅÄ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÒÁÔÈÅÒ ÌÅÎÉÅÎÔ 

approach, in terms of which it, for example, exempted complainants from exhausting 

these remedies in respect of massive violations.62  

This is where the role of lawyers, and more pertinently, public interest lawyers 

or non-governmental organisations NGOs, come into play. The clear position is that 

they, too, are in general quite oblivious of the very existence of the system or at least of 

its potential for redress. If they are, they have not given much thought to the African 

human rights system. The reasons, again, are manifold. For lawyers, there may be little 

incentive, as there are no cost orders at the Commission level. For NGOs, the need to 

exhaust local remedies, the uncertain prospect of success, and the likelihood of a very 

protracted process spanning an average at least five years, may be strong disincentives. 

An increase in the number of cases decided by the organs of the AU human rights 

system depends on a number of factors, including the effectiveness with which the 

relevant organs deal with submitted cases, and the extent to which potential litigants 

conceptualise their life-problems as legal issues.  

σȢσ ! ÆÁÉÌÕÒÅ ÔÏ ÆÉÎÄ ÔÈÅ ÒÉÇÈÔ ÂÁÌÁÎÃÅ ÂÅÔ×ÅÅÎ ÕÎÉÖÅÒÓÁÌÉÔÙ ÁÎÄ Ȱ!ÆÒÉÃÁÎ 

ÓÐÅÃÉÆÉÃÉÔÙȱȟ ÓÐÅÃÉÆÉÃÁÌÌÙ ÉÎ ÒÅÓÐÅÃÔ ÏÆ ȰÓÅØÕÁÌ ÍÉÎÏÒÉÔÉÅÓȱ  

Many of the normative developments in the African human rights system reflect the 

tension of subscribing to an international consensus while at the same time articulating 

a specific regional understanding of human rights.63 In respect of the not only the 

#ÈÁÒÔÅÒȟ ÂÕÔ ÁÌÓÏ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÉÌÄÒÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÁÎÄ ÔÈÅ 7ÏÍÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ 0ÒÏÔÏÃÏÌȟ 

the regional embodiment of universality entails compatible normative 

complementarity.  

Within the AU, one issue above all else has emerged as an instance of potential 

normative contradiction and divergence: the rights of sexual minorities, or, differently 

stated, the issue of equality based on sexual orientation and gender identity.  

In the absence of the OAU/AU taking any explicit stand on this issue, it was left to 

the Commission to deal with it. For many years the Commission dealt with the matter 

pragmatically, raising concerns about sexual minority rights when they were 

pertinent,64 and granting observer status to an NGO working with men who have sex 

                                                 
62 See eg Ogoniland case at para 38; Sudan Human Rights Organisation & Centre on Housing Rights and 

Evictions (COHRE) v Sudan Communication No. 296/05 (ACHPR 2009) (26th Activity Report) (Darfur 
case) at para 100.  

63 See eg the correspondence and divergence between the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and 
ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÉÌÄÒÅÎȭÓ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ɉÅÇ Chirwaȟ $ Ȱ4ÈÅ ÍÅÒÉÔÓ ÁÎÄ ÄÅÍÅÒÉÔÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ Charter on 
ÔÈÅ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÁÎÄ 7ÅÌÆÁÒÅ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÈÉÌÄȱ ɉςππςɊ ρπ International Journal on Children's  Rights 157).  

64 3ÅÅ ÅÇ -ÕÒÒÁÙ 2 Ǫ 6ÉÌÊÏÅÎ &ȟ Ȭ4Ï×ÁÒÄÓ ÎÏÎ-ÄÉÓÃÒÉÍÉÎÁÔÉÏÎ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ ÂÁÓÉÓ ÏÆ ÓÅØÕÁÌ ÏÒÉÅÎÔÁÔÉÏÎȭ ɉςππχɊ ςω  
Human Rights Quarterly 86 ɀ 111.  
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with men (MSM).65 However, the Commission as a collective did not explicitly condone 

ÔÈÅ ÉÎÃÌÕÓÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÓÅØÕÁÌ ÍÉÎÏÒÉÔÉÅÓ ×ÉÔÈÉÎ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȭÓ ÁÍÂÉÔȢ 7ÈÅÎ ÔÈÅ ÍÁÔÔÅÒ ×ÁÓ 

brought to a head with the application for observer status of the Coalition of African 

Lesbians (CAL) in 2010, the Commission refused the application.66 This refusal brought 

about the paradoxical position that NGOs with observer status are allowed to raise 

issues pertaining to sexual orientation and gender identity during Commission sessions, 

while CAL is prevented from doing the same.   

3.4 Uneven quality of jurisprudence   

!ÌÔÈÏÕÇÈ ÍÁÎÙ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÄÅÃÉÓÉÏÎÓ ÁÒÅ ×ÅÌÌ-reasoned and convincingly 

substantiated, in particular in recent years, the quality of its jurisprudence remains 

uneven. The reasoning in some cases is incoherent; there are linguistic and stylistic 

inelegancies; the French and English versions do not always correspond; and 

translations from the one to the other language are sometimes awkward. The 

discrepancies between findings are of greater concern. Even if the Commission does not 

formally adhere to a strict system of precedent, the divergence of approach to a number 

of issues results in an impression of incoherence and a lack of institutional consistency. 

Non-compliance with provisional measures has been dealt with very differently in the 

Saro-Wiwa and Bosch cases.67 4ÈÅ ȰÅØÈÁÕÓÔÉÏÎ ÏÆ ÌÏÃÁÌ ÒÅÍÅÄÉÅÓȱ ÒÅÑÕÉÒÅÍÅÎÔ ÈÁÓ ÎÏÔ 

been applied consistently in respect of complainants finding themselves outside the 

state against which they are submitting a complaint.68 The inconsistent approach to the 

right to self-determination in the Katangese Secession and the Southern Cameroons 

cases69 undermines any claim to a coherent and intelligible case law. While the first of 

ÔÈÅÓÅ Ô×Ï ÄÅÃÉÓÉÏÎÓ ÌÅÁÖÅÓ ÔÈÅ ÄÏÏÒ ÏÐÅÎ ÆÏÒ ȰÒÅÍÅÄÉÁÌȱ ÓÅÃÅÓÓÉÏÎ ÉÆ ÃÅÒÔÁÉÎ ÃÏÎÄÉÔÉÏÎÓ 

(extreme forms of oppression and domination) are met, the second firmly closes the 

door on such a possibility.  

! ÒÅÌÁÔÅÄ ÃÏÎÃÅÒÎ ÁÂÏÕÔ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÃÁÓÅ Ìaw is the sometimes 

inappropriate reliance on international norms,70 and the comparatively infrequent 

reliance on African sources. While the Commission is clearly entitled to find 

interpretative guidance in international sources,71 and without denying the value of 

tapping into the jurisprudence of the other well-established regional systems and the 

work of internationally acclaimed scholars from around the globe, the Commission 

                                                 
65 This NGO is called Alternatives-Cameroun.  
66 For the reasons for refusal, and a criticism of these reasons, see Viljoen (2012) at 266 ɀ 267.  
67 International Pen and Others (on behalf of Saro-Wiwa) v Nigeria (2000) AHRLR 212 (ACHPR 1998) and 

Interights and Others (on behalf of Bosch) v Botswana (2003) AHRLR 55 (ACHPR 2003). 
68 Campare, for example, the outcomes in the following cases: Abubakar v Ghana (2000) AHRLR 124 

(ACHPR 1996), Rights International v Nigeria (2000) AHRLR 254 (ACHPR 1999), Aminu v Nigeria 
(2000) AHRLR 258 (ACHPR 2000) and Legal Defence Centre v The Gambia (2000) AHRLR 121 (ACHPR 
2000).  

69 +ÁÔÁÎÇÅÓÅ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ #ÏÎÇÒÅÓÓ Ö :ÁÉÒÅ (2000) AHRLR 72 (ACHPR 1995) and Gunme and Others v 
Cameroon (2009) AHRLR 9 (ACHPR 2009). 
70 See eg Majuru v Zimbabwe (2008) AHRLR 1τφ ɉ!#(02 ςππψɊ ÁÔ ÐÁÒÁ ρπωȡ Ȱ'ÏÉÎÇ ÂÙ ÔÈÅ ÐÒÁÃÔÉÃÅ ÏÆ 
ÓÉÍÉÌÁÒ ÒÅÇÉÏÎÁÌ ÈÕÍÁÎ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÉÎÓÔÒÕÍÅÎÔÓ ȣ ÓÉØ ÍÏÎÔÈÓ ÓÅÅÍ ÔÏ ÂÅ ÔÈÅ ÎÏÒÍÁÌ ÓÔÁÎÄÁÒÄȢȱ  

71 Under Art 60 and 61 of the Charter.  
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should also strive to identify relevant judgments of African courts and writings of 

African academics. To be sure, this would sometimes be impossible. However, to invoke 

United States lawyer and writer Jerome Shestack as authority on the centrality of 

equality to human rights72 is to forego an opportunity to include in a decision an 

account that resonates more closely with the world of the parties to the case, and the 

broader African setting.  

3.5 Insufficient efforts to effectively address poverty  

Another area that has remained a challenge to the Commission has been poverty and 

socio-economic inequality. Equal access to basic necessities, such as, housing, water, 

nutrition and sanitation, is of great importance in Africa. Although the Charter is 

celebrated as the first international human rights instrument to embody the principle of 

indivÉÓÉÂÉÌÉÔÙ ÏÆ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ɉÔÈÁÔ ÉÓȟ ÔÈÅ ÉÎÃÌÕÓÉÏÎ ÏÆ ȰÓÏÃÉÏ-ÅÃÏÎÏÍÉÃȱ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÁÌÏÎÇÓÉÄÅ ȰÃÉÖÉÌ 

ÁÎÄ ÐÏÌÉÔÉÃÁÌȱ ÒÉÇÈÔÓ ÁÓ ÅÑÕÁÌÌÙ ÊÕÓÔÉÃÉÁÂÌÅɊȟ ÉÔ ÏÎÌÙ ÄÉÄ ÓÏ ÍÉÎÉÍÁÌÌÙȢ 4ÈÅ ÄÒÁÆÔÅÒÓ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ 

#ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎÌÙ ÉÍÐÏÓÅÄ ÕÎÅÑÕÉÖÏÃÁÌ ÏÂÌÉÇÁÔÉÏÎÓ ÏÎ ÓÔÁÔÅÓ ÔÏ ȰÆÕÌÆÉÌÌȱ ÔÈÅ ÒÉÇht to health 

and education, in order to save the fledgling states from having to be overly burdened.73 

This historical background also explains the omission of the right to nutrition or food, 

shelter or housing, and water from the Charter.  

Although the Commission extended the ambit of these rights in the Ogoniland 

case, discussed earlier, in a later case, the Darfur case, decided in 2009,74 the 

Commission seemed to have second thoughts about the wisdom of extending the scope 

of socio-economic rights on the basis of the implied rights theory.  In this case, the 

Commission was invited to find that the poisoning by the Janjaweed of the wells of the 

people in the Darfur region of Sudan amounted to a violation of the right to water.75 As 

the right to water is not explicitly provided for in the Charter, accepting this argument 

would mean a further extension of the rights in the Charter on the basis of the implied 

rights theory. However, the Commission opted to re-interpret one of the existing rights 

in the Charter (the right to health) in an expansive way to encompass the right to access 

to water, thus facilitating a finding that the poisoning of the wells violated the right to 

health.76  

As far as its promotional mandate is concerned, the Commission only quite 

belatedly dedicated special mechanisms to social justice and the effects and causes of 

poverty. The first, established in 2004, is the Working Group on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights and the second, set up in 2009, the Working Group on Extractive 

Industries, Environment and Human Rights Violations. Thus far, these mechanisms have 

not had much discernible effect. Although the first of the two was instrumental in the 

adoption of the State Party Reporting Guidelines for Economic, Social and Cultural 

                                                 
72 See Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum v Zimbabwe (2005) AHRLR 128 (ACHPR 2005), par 169.  
73 2ÁÐÐÏÒÔÅÕÒȭÓ 2ÅÐÏÒÔ ÏÎ ÔÈÅ $ÒÁÆÔ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ, OAU Doc 

Cab/LEG/67/Draft.Rapt.Rpt (II) Rev.4, reproduced in Heyns C (ed) Human rights law in Africa 1999 
(2002) at 94.   

74 Darfur case. 
75 Darfur case at para124. 
76 Darfur case at para 126. 

http://www.achpr.org/mechanisms/extractive-industries/
http://www.achpr.org/mechanisms/extractive-industries/
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2ÉÇÈÔÓ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ ɉ4ÕÎÉÓ 2ÅÐÏÒÔÉÎÇ 

Guidelines), and the Draft Guidelines and Principles on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights in the African Charter, these specific reporting guidelines have not been 

integrated into the general reporting guidelines, and the usefulness of the overly 

ÄÅÔÁÉÌÅÄ ÄÒÁÆÔ Ȱ'ÕÉÄÅÌÉÎÅÓ ÁÎÄ 0ÒÉÎÃÉÐÌÅÓȱ ÒÅÍÁÉÎÓ ÕÎÃÌÅÁÒȢ  

On the basis of the above, one may conclude that the African regional human 

rights system has contributed to social justice by normative expansion, standard setting, 

and the affirmation of the standards in concrete cases relating to socio-economic rights.  

However, a major caveat should be added to this conclusion. The cases referred to, and 

other cases relevant to socio-economic rights, make up a very small proportion ɀ 

ÄÅÐÅÎÄÉÎÇ ÏÎ ÏÎÅȭÓ ÃÏÕÎÔȟ ÆÏÕÒ ÃÌÅÁÒ ÃÁÓÅÓ ɀ out of the total number of decided cases ɀ 

some 120 cases. The actual effect on the lives of people, occasioned by the norms and 

their interpretation, has unfortunately been quite limited. This caveat is the result 

partly of a lack of relevant cases brought by NGOs and others, but also by the failure, at 

least initially, of the Commission to prioritise socio-economic rights in its mandate and 

activities. 

3.6 Lack of priority in dealing with urgent and massive violations  

$ÅÓÐÉÔÅ ÔÈÅ ÐÒÏÍÉÎÅÎÃÅ ÏÆ ȰÍÁÓÓÉÖÅ ÏÒ ÓÅÒÉÏÕÓ ÖÉÏÌÁÔÉÏÎÓȱ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ #ÈÁÒÔÅÒȟ ÔÈÅ 

Commission has a very poor record when it comes to large-scale and urgent violations. 

Under Article 58 of the Charter, the Commission may refer cases of massive or serious 

violations to the AU Assembly, with a request to the Assembly to allow the Commission 

to conduct in-depth studies of these violations.77 Initially, the Commission referred a 

number of such cases to the then OAU Assembly, but the Assembly in no instance 

instructed the Commission to conduct in-depth studies. To its credit, the Commission 

adjusted its practice to deal with these cases as part of its ordinary mandate, rather than 

referring them to the OAU/AU Assembly. In the aftermath of the Rwanda genocide, the 

Commission adopted its first special mechanism, the Special Rapporteur on Extra-

judicial, Summary and Arbitrary Execution. However, the failure of this Special 

Rapporteur to ever address the situation in Rwanda, or even visit the country, 

exacerbated the fact that this Rapporteurship fell into disuse after a number of years 

and was not subsequently revived. It was not only in Rwanda but also in Darfur, that the 

Commission did not take concerted action, despite the promise of Article 4(h) of the AU 

Constitutive Act.78 To its credit, again, the Commission did undertake an on-site visit to 

Sudan,79 ÂÕÔ ÔÈÅÒÅ ÉÓ ÌÉÔÔÌÅ ÉÎÄÉÃÁÔÉÏÎ ÔÈÁÔ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÒÅÐÏÒÔ ÈÁd been effectively 

brought to the attention of the political organs. 

In terms of its 2010 Rules of Procedure, the Commission is allowed to refer cases 

of massive or serious violations of its own accord to the Court. The Commission did so 

                                                 
77 See generally Art 58. 
78 This provision places a duty upon the AU to intervene in a member state, if the Assembly agrees; and 
ÏÎÌÙ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ ÅÖÅÎÔ ÏÆ ȰÇÒÁÖÅ ÃÉÒÃÕÍÓÔÁÎÃÅÓȱ ×ÈÉÃÈ ÃÁÎ ÂÅ ÃÏÎÓÉÄÅÒÅÄ ÔÏ ÂÅ ÍÁÓÓÉÖÅ ÁÎÄ ÓÅÒÉÏÕÓ ÈÕÍÁÎ 
rights violations, such as, genocide or crimes against humanity. 

79  Undertaken in July 2004.  
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for the first time early in 2011, in respect of the situation in Libya. The Court 

consequently issued provisional measures, ordering the Libyan government to refrain 

from acts endangering the life and bodily security of the Libyan people.80 Although the 

potential effect and impact of this judgment was clearly over-shadowed by the nature of 

the political events, it is some consolation that the then government of Libya responded 

to this order, at least by corresponding and nominating its representatives to serve as 

its legal counsel.81 In a move to ensure a more effective response to urgent situations, 

the Commission in 2012 extended the mandate of its Special Rapporteur on the Death 

Penalty in Africa to situations where ȬÁÎ ÅØÔÒÁ-judicial, summary or arbitrary killing is 

imminent or when such a killing has occurredȭȢ82 

3.7 Priotitising promotion over protection  

The Commission in the last few years has emphasised its promotional mandate at the 

risk of neglecting its protective mandate. The Commission now has some 18 special 

mechanisms, ranging from single Commissioner-Special Rapporteurs,83 and working 

groups consisting of one or more Commissioners serving together with experts 

including civil society representatives,84 to committees of Commissioners and experts.85 

The prominence of promotion has contributed to the significant backlog of individual 

cases. Some of the reasons for privileging promotion over protection are the following. 

The position of Special Rapporteur is accorded to serving Commissioners, and not to 

experts external to the Commission. Commissioners are therefore often overburdened, 

sometimes serving on more than one special mechanism.  Not only Commissioners but 

also secretarial staff members as a consequence prioritise time and resources towards 

                                                 
80 !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ Ö 4ÈÅ 'ÒÅÁÔ 3ÏÃÉÁÌÉÓÔ ,ÉÂÙÁÎ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ !ÒÁÂ *ÁÍÁÈÉÒÙÁ 

Application No. 004/2011. Adopted at the 21st Ordinary Session of the African Court on Human and 
0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓȢ !ÖÁÉÌÁÂÌÅ ÁÔ http://www.african -court.org/en/images/ 
documents/Court/Cases/Orders/ORDER_._APPLICATION_NO._004.2011.pdf (accessed 29 May 2012). 

81 !ÆÒÉÃÁÎ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎ ÏÎ (ÕÍÁÎ ÁÎÄ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ 2ÉÇÈÔÓ Ö 4ÈÅ 'ÒÅÁÔ 3ÏÃÉÁÌÉÓÔ ,ÉÂÙÁÎ 0ÅÏÐÌÅÓȭ !ÒÁÂ *ÁÍÁÈÉÒÙÁ 
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ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭÓ ÐÒÏÍÏÔional mandate. It is a welcome development that a number of 

extraordinary sessions have been held in the last year in order to address this backlog.86  

However, the down side of these developments has been neglect, over a number 

ÏÆ ÙÅÁÒÓȟ ÏÆ ÔÈÅ #ÏÍÍÉÓÓÉÏÎȭs protective activities. As in many other respects, it took 

civil society activism to sound the alert, prompting the Commission to establish a 

Working Group on Communications and devote time at more frequently organised 

extraordinary sessions to deal with the backlog and accord the required time and 

resources to this part of its mandate. 

4 CONCLUSION  

In this contribution, the emphasis has fallen on the role of the Commission in the 

normative evolution and effective application of human rights in Africa. While the AU, 

and its predecessor, the OAU, have been quite adventurous in standard setting, these 

normative advances have to be matched by their actual impact in concrete cases 

through implementation and enforcement. A regional human rights system should not 

be made into a fetish; and its accomplishments should not be viewed in isolation from 

the domestic level where its actual impact is sought. It is at the domestic level that the 

interpretation and implementation of the Charter and other human rights instruments 

have to be felt and resonate.  


